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Reflection traveltimes are sensitive to both reflector depths and velocity field, and 
transmission traveltimes are sensitive to the velocity field, so we can obtain better 
estimates of the crosswell velocity field and reflector structure if we take the 
tomography method which combined transmission and reflection traveltimes. 
Moreover, combined transmission and reflection traveltimes increase the quantity of 
observation data, we can improve the stability and reduce the multi-solution in the 
inversion. So, it has a great theoretical and practical significance on tomography using 
transmission and reflection traveltimes. 
The main purpose of this paper is to design and develop the software of crosswell 
tomography using transmission and reflection traveltimes. Main research contents 
included: the enhancement of reflection events based on contourlet transform; 
automatic picking transmission traveltimes  based on energy ratio; semi-automatic 
picking reflection traveltimes based on rubber band which adopt the “first random 
picking, then make statistic and selected” principle; the quality control of traveltimes 
in common shot gather field, common receiver gather field, common offset gather 
field and common depth core-point gather field; 3-D model building based on prior 
information and 3-D display based on OPENGL; the quality control and result display 
of the tomography which include arrival times residual, ray density, and so on. Design 
and develop the system of crosswell tomography using transmission and reflection 
traveltimes. This system mainly included transmission and reflection traveltimes 
picking module, model building module, tomography module, result display module 
and theoretical model building module. 
The design idea, realization method and technique of this system are introduced. 
With the application of object oriented (OO) design method, the software is developed 
with QT, which is one of the most efficiency developing environment nowadays. 
Experiments on the crosswell tomography using transmission and reflection 
traveltimes prove that the system is valid. 
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Petole 学院使用 TI1000 数字地震仪采集了井间地震波数据，通过滤波降噪处理，
获得了有效的初至波旅行时信息，通过进行旅行时层析反演计算，得到了井间介

















Edward L. Salo and Gerard T.Schuster 等于 1989 年提出了利用直达波与
反射波联合进行层析反演的相关理论，Mark A. Van Schaack 于 1995 年研究了
利用直达波与反射波走时进行井间地震联合层析成像的方法原理及其算法。































称之为射线 CT；基于波动方程的方法称之为波形 CT。射线 CT 主要应用于非均
匀体的线性尺度大于地震波长时的情况，当非均匀体的线性尺度与波长相近时，
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